Egress Switch Secure Vault
Secure email archiving, reporting and analytics designed to help meet
regulatory requirements, maintain business continuity and prevent data breaches.
With increasing pressure placed on organisations to maintain compliance
with existing and upcoming data protection and retention legislation, as
well as preserve business continuity, organisations need a secure way of
effectively storing and accessing all email content. Egress Switch Secure
Vault offers the ability to index, archive and instantly search plaintext
and encrypted email content. Organisations can then understand and
analyse their data, quickly perform internal investigations such as
Subject Access Requests (SARs), and meet compliance requirements
including the EU GDPR.

Benefits
DD Gain a deeper understanding of
organisational email data
DD Meet legislative and industry
compliance requirements, including
the EU GDPR
DD Respond to Freedom of Information
requests and Subject Access Requests
quickly and easily
DD Maintain business continuity with
complete email archive, download and
reply functionality
DD Monitor usage of email security
solutions and improve uptake
DD Secure personally identifiable
and commercially sensitive data
but provide easy access for
authorised users
DD Apply additional layers of protection
using multi-factor authentication

Secure email archive and instant e-discovery
All data in Switch Secure Vault is encrypted at rest. In addition, it is further
protected using multi-factor authentication and stringent role-based
access management for users needing to perform investigations into
organisational email data. All investigations require approval by other
users who have the necessary access permissions, and this approval can
be revoked at any point. In addition, full auditing and reporting enables
administrators to monitor the subjects of user searches and subsequent
actions with the resulting search content. Reporting via e-discovery also
provides in-depth analysis of how employees are securing sensitive data,
allowing targeted improvements to be made to organisational data
security processes.

DD Adopt an email encryption solution
without compromising archiving
functionality

Flexible infrastructure for bespoke archiving and
data protection
The complexity of an organisation’s infrastructure can often be a barrier to effective
archiving and security solutions, which is why Switch Secure Vault is platform and
provider agnostic with full cloud, on-premise and hybrid implementations available,
including UK-only data centres for hosting. Implementation is completely flexible,
with the option to automatically store highly sensitive email content on-premise
while benefitting from cloud storage for non-sensitive data. Switch Secure Vault
also integrates into Microsoft Outlook, helping users access their personal archives
directly from their desktop. Automated system triggers and report generation
further aides customisation and integration.
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Integrated access to personal archives with fast,
comprehensive search
Switch Secure Vault enhances staff productivity by enabling users to access
encrypted and plaintext email from a single location through a simple user
interface, accessible via the web browser or from within Outlook. This lets users
explore their personal archives and enables administrators to monitor the entire
email archive, using search parameters and options to search inside attachments,
as well as the email body and subject lines. Data visualisations provide clear
overviews of how users and organisations are sharing and protecting sensitive
data, with the powerful analytics engine providing real-time, detailed information
for drilled-down monitoring and investigating.
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“We decided to use
Switch Secure Vault to
help monitor and manage
our compliance with both
data protection law and
industry best practice.”

Egress Switch Secure Email and File Transfer
Egress Switch Email and Document Classifier

DD Index and store encrypted and
plaintext email content
DD All content encrypted at rest
and in transit using AES-256 bit
encryption
DD Rapid search and access of
archived emails and attachments
DD Can be deployed on-premise, fully
hosted or in a hybrid system
DD Choice of hosting, including MS
Azure and AWS, with the ability to
choose data residency location
DD Full auditing and reporting of all
system and user interactions
DD Fast import of historic email data
and existing PST files
DD Email discovery for exportable
data analytics
DD Personal archiving for individual
users, with Outlook integration
DD Restrictions on data search
for administrators, including
mandatory authorisation
DD Supports single sign-on via
MS Active Directory using ADFS or
other providers, such as SAML v2
DD Multi-factor authentication
available via SMS and QR code
Visit our website for more
features and information

About Egress Software Technologies Ltd
Egress Software Technologies is the leading provider of information security services
designed to secure shared data from start to finish using a single platform: Egress
Switch. The Switch platform is made up of highly integrated and flexible service lines.
These award-winning services include email and document classification, the only
email and file encryption product to be CPA certified by CESG, secure managed file
transfer, secure online collaboration and secure archive.
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